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The Student Independent Party 
dominated the A.S. elections, 
winning the executive positions, 
attorney general, 
18
 of the 20 A.S. 
Council seats and all five seats on 
the Academic Senate. 
A.S. Treasurer
 Maryanne Ryan 
won the A.S. presidency yesterday 
in a landslide 
victory over Green-




Ryan's slate, which included
 Joe 
Trippi as vice-president
 and Nancy 
McFadden as 
treasurer, won with 
1,088 
votes,  far outdistancing 
Dut-
ton's ticket which finished with 
199  
votes. 
Total voter turnout was 2,045, an 
improvement of 179 
over  last year's 
turnout. 
Measure D, 
the proposal to 
channel directly to the 
Spartan 
Daily 50 cents of the 
$10 A.S. activity 
fee each student pays 
each  
semester, passed by a 
vote of 885 to 
823. 
The A.S.
 Judiciary will meet 
next Monday to 
determine  Measure 
D's constitutionality.
 
Ryan, AS. Treasurer the last 
two years, based her campaign on 
promises to work to 
increase student 
housing, and representing the in-
terests of all SJSU 
students.  
Trippi served on  the
 A.S. 
Council  this year. He was co-author 
of the resolution
 calling for SJSU 
President John 
Bunzel's 
resignation, passed unanimously by 
the
 council in October. 
McFadden is an 
executive 
assistant to A.S. President Steve 
Wright. She has 
also served as A.S. 
Personnel Officer. 
Ryan, McFadden an Trippi 
received a congratulatory telegram
 
from 
San  Jose Mayor Gray Hayes 
immediately after their victory. 
Dutton, a 
history  senior, 
promised to eliminate
 the A.S. ac-
tivity fee. Instead he proposed 
students be allowed to keep the 
money and spend it 
as they see fit. 
In the Academic Senate race, 
where seven
 candidates were vying 




 with 1,118 votes; 
Barbara 
Duppert,  959; Tom 
Williams, 916; Steve 
Malork,
 867; 




the graduate division council 
race, SIP candidate Jeff Norment 
and independent Mike 
Sonntag  tied 
for the fifth 
and final seat with 67 
votes. A run-off election will be held 
next week. 
The other four graduate seats 
were 
won  by James Delgado with 81 
votes; Temmy Schmull, 79; Rick 
Howe, 78; an Gerry
 Banks, 77. 
SIP 
swept the 10 upper 
division 
seats. The winners 
were: Chris Ota, 
603; Pam 
Wagner,  596; Lisa Goyeau, 
592; Ed 
Vasquez, 568; Kevin 
Johnson,
 553; Marlene 
Ogawa,  542; 
Celio Lucero, 
528;
 Marty Schram, 
511; 
Mohinder Mann,
 504; and 
Michael 
Zwick,  474. 
The five lower division council 
seats went to SIP candidates
 Kim 
McGowan,
 459; Karen Bluth, 414; 










When the clock 
strikes mid-
night,  Sambo's restaurant comes 
alive as the "hot 
spot"  for the street 
people of downtown San Jose. 
During the day,
 the diner at the 
infamous corner 
of Second and San 
Salvador streets serves 
meals  to 
elderly
 transients, grubby unem-
ployed young 
men, "off -duty" 
hookers and




adolescent  girls. 
At night the restaurant's 
at-
mosphere 
buzzes with the activity of 
the 
hustling,  partyiny, sex
-soliciting 
crowd that 
















 both from the 
street  outside 
and from the 




employees  inside. 
"Look, ya 
gotta order 
something,  or you're 
gonna
 have ta 
pay 50 cents 
for sitting here," says 
a 
tired -looking 




respond  by 
ordering











 of weak coffee. 
A youth of 
about  16 drags in a 
large blue 
backpack and 
deposits  it 
in a nearby 
corner.
 Wiping his 
hands  
on 




 he joins the 





is quiet, except 
for the 
clanking  of silverware 
against plates. 
The streets are 





males who seem 
to be coming from 
the direction of the 
Pussycat 
Theatre,  an adult 
movie
 house on the 
corner 






traffic; only one or two
 police cars 
cruise past




This torpid scene 
will
 spring to 
life
 when the afternoon sinks into 
sunset 
and  the street lights come on. 
From about 7 to 10 p.m., the 
early
 night crowd uses Sambo's to 
arrange meetings and 
parties  for 
later that evening. 
But the 
restaurants's  peak hours 
are from midnight to 5 a.m., 
everyday, with Friday and Saturday 
evenings 
ranking as the "hottest" 








dealers, pimps  
and people
 looking for them, such 
as 
"johns" (men 




changes  from a 
sleepy
 haven for 
transients  and 
truant teen-agers to a 
jumping  








highs in the 70s and 
lows
 in the 50s. 
Cloudy 
Sunday  with highs in the 
60s. 









 rolls around, so do 
the shiny Cadillacs. 
Almost as 
long as the 
city  block 
itself, these cars
 deposit their 
passengers,
 usually 






















policies at night. 







the  diner's regular 
advertisements. 
The signs read: 
"Please pay in advance





duty  from mignight 
to 6 
a.m, every
 night. He can be 
recognized  by an olive
 drab uniform 
jacket 
with  a small 
American  flag 
sewn on the upper
 right shoulder. 
This
 Saturday, the 
guard is an 
unkempt 
man  in his early 20s with a 
bulging





 one with a 
tightly curled 
Afro,  the other with a 
low-cut
 blue blouse and teased
 hair, 
greet the guard as he 
enters. 
The frizzy brunette asks 
him if 
he's working that evening. 
Security  guard: "Yeah." 
Brunette: 
Well, I'm lookin' 
for 
this chick named Terry." 
Security guard: 
"Why,  you want 
her"
 
Everyone at the counter
 laughs 
at what seems to be 
a private joke 









in a panel 
discussion
 of Santa 
Clara County's 
controversial
 20 -acre 
minimum 
zoning 




The  discussion is 











her  conversation 
with her 
companion  while 
directly  sulky 
glares at the 
security  guard. 
Another interesting
 feature at 
Sambo's
 during the 
evening
 is the 
popularity of 
the men's restroom. 
Small
 groups of men
 can be 
observed 
walking into the restroom
 
and  exiting about 15 
minutes  later, 
one after 




hostess  or 
the 
security  guard. 
Meanwhile, the
 outside streets 
have become
 clogged 
with  traffic. 
Shouts,  whistles 
and honking 
horns  
fill the night air. 
Unmarked vice squad cars and 
police cars frequently pull over to 
the corner of Second and 
San 




In the parking lot, more women 
lounge against parked cars and 
lean 
against the 
walls  adjacent to the now 
brightly 
lit  Pussycat Theatre. 
When the bars close at 2 a.m., 
activity  becomes frantic
 on the 
street; 
Sambo's  becomes filled to 
capacity. 
The 
clamor of numerous con-
versations continues until 4. 
Gradually, the crowd disperses, 
and at 4:30 only a 
few late party 
people are left nursing lukewarm 
cups of coffee. 
At 5 a.m.,
 the security guard 
is 
nodding 





 begin to 
straggle in for 
breakfast at the 
counter. 
The
 last street light 
has gone off, 




 6 a.m., 
Sambo's  is 
asleep.  
for 'Land Day' 




environmental  issues. 
Wilson 
will  present the 
municipal 






 is the 
Monday  
theme  and "A 
Dozen Days
 for 











Fazel Fazelbhoy, 396.  
Measures A and B, initiatives to 
reduce the
 size of the A.S. Council 
Joe 
Tripp( 






at -large were 




 required for 
Nancy McFadden 
constitutional  amendments. 
Measure C, the proposal to add a 
human rights declaration to th A.S. 
Constitutuion, passed by a vote of 


















AS. Council tentatively agreed 
Wednesday
 to 
$530,000 1978-79 A.S. budget that includes a special project 
allocation 
that can be spent at the discretion of next year', 
council. 
The council will
 make a final decision on the budget 
Wednesday following a public hearing on the subject. 
The budget must then be signed by A.S. President 
Steve Wright, 
A.S. Treasurer Maryanne Ryan, 
AS
 
Business Manager Jean Lenart and SJSU President John 
Bunzel. 
Wright has said A.S. has a projected income for nevi 
year of $530,000. 
This amount is "anticipated and based upon 
enriament," he told the council when he made his budget 
recommendation 
last month. 
Because of the Instructionally Related Activity fee 
bill scheduled to go into effect next fall, A.S. is no longer 
responsible to pay for several instructionally related 
activities it had previously
 funded. 
This resulted in a $30,495 surplus in the tentative 
budget. This 




A.S. Vice President Edna Campbell said the 
AS
 
Budget Committee recommended setting this mono 
aside under the special project heading 
because "We felt 
it was a 
good
 idea to put in a special fund council ca t 




budget agreed to 





 by the A.S.
 Budget 
Committee
 last week. 
Increases in 
allocations
 for A.S. clerical 
support, A.S 
Leisure Services and 
multicultural experiences
 were the 
only changes the 
council  made. 
Because 






 from $37,074 to 
$30,495. 
The council was
 scheduled to approve
 its final budget 
yesterday, 
but because no 
announcement  of the plan
 was 
made, the final
 decision was put
















probably  people who 
would have come 
that were 
not aware
 of the 
hearing."  
Wright
 encouraged the 
council  "not to take 
any  votes 
today without having
 public given the 
opportunity to 
speak out
 in a public 
hearing,"
 but instead 





the  student body 
'tentatively  we've 
agreed 
on
 this figure and its' up 
to
 you to come in and 
change
 our mind.'" 
The public 
hearing  on the budget is 










 of the Student 
Union.  





















 from her in-










a crowd of 
550  at Morris 









pioneering  studies 
of chimpanzees in 
their 
natural African habitat. 




Goodall said in 
her engaging 
British accent, 




 chimps, in a 
way, were much 
nicer,
 much more gentle 
and much 
more
 tolerant of one another ( 
than  
humans  
"But now we know 
indeed,  when 
the right kind of situation 
arises, 
chimpanzees can show the same 
kind of 
violent and aggressive 
behaviors as humans," she said.
 






 gang attacks, 
infant' 






 under study at 
Gombe Stream Reserve in 
Tanzania  
as composed
 of 30 to 40 individuals 




area  of 5 to 8 square miles. 
The dominant adult males
 of the 
community's hierarchy patrol the 
boundaries  of their community and 
if they confront a 
lone female in-






females were gang 
attacks  by more 




In two of the brutal cases ob-
served by her and 
other  scientists, 
Goodall said the females 
were badly 
wounded and their infants 
killed and 
partially eaten. 
She admitted to not 
un-























 to the 
bank?
 
Dress  like a million
 
By Bill Smith 
"Sorry sir, but we have
 
no way 
to verify this signature. You will 
have to cash 
the check in Green-
field,
 ( the check was from a 
Greenfield bank some two hours 













to my last 




about big juicy 
steaks, and the 
woman behind the
 counter at a 
downtown bank says
 I can't have 
any 
bucks. The check 
was  good, she 
verified  it, but n00000000, I 
didn't  
get any 




I was astonished. 
Previously I 
had cashed 
checks at two 







 that came from 
Ventura,
 six hours drive
 from SJSU 
and without any 
hassle. 
I wondered if it 
was a bank 
policy, or that the
 lady ( ?) surmised 
I was 
a student, noticed
 my faded 
and torn blue jeans,




She may have 
decided I had the 
looks of a forger, or 
someone who 
had never before
 been trusted with a  
check. 





students have been 
denied their rightful due and been 
treated the same 
by this lady. 
Maybe the long lines at the local B of 
A are not indicative
 of good service 
and convenience, but 
of
 alienation 
with this other bank. 
I have the gut feeling that mine 
is not an isolated case. That lady 
turned me away with the practiced 
ease of a long time
 bigot. 
Before she decided not to cash 
the check, it took her
 a moment from 
the time she received 
the 
verification
 over the computer and 
the time she told me I could get 
no 
money,
 she sized me up, and when 
she told me to 
go
 elsewhere her tone 
was 


































usual  style, 
neglected
 te rut any 







was  bad, 
so bad
 it With 
rubbery,











 bank,  I 
analyzed 
my 
moves  and 
decided
 that I 













































 her pet bird 
for breakfast,
 she 
was so sour. 
Or maybe 
she  has a deep seated 




 with no visible 
means  of 
support. 
Maybe
 she was irritated 
because I 
had wasted her 
"precious" time. 
There  was no one 
else in line behind 
me,  so maybe I 
was intruding on her coffee break. 
But what about 
my precious time, or 
that of other students? I got up early 
so as 
not  to miss my class, being a 
conscientious student, wasted gas 
and my last nickle in finding a place 
to park, and didn't get any money. 
1 wonder how many other 
students were forced to starve 




I was glad I had a nickle for the 
parking meter. I wouldn't have  
gotten the three bucks from the bank 
to pay off the 
ticket
 I would have 
gotten. 
People like that lady 
should
 be 
fired, or at least relegated to an-




customer was always 
right. Not in 
this case. I guess if for some reason I 
have to go to that bank again. I will 
invest some of my precious
 time into 
a 
shave,  clean clothes and tie. 










By k aid 
Johnsen  
And we think we have it so 
bad...America, we're lucky! We can 
go out killing people, raping people, 
robbing people, slandering people, 
always eligible, eventually, for 
parole.
 
I wonder how we'd take 
it if we 
were Cuba. 
Compared  to that 
country, 






to do wrong. 
Vick, 
Johnsen
 fs a 
Spartan
 Doily reporter 
Once upon a time, 
Cuba's  major 
city, Havana, was
 well -recognized 
as 
a city of sin and sex. That was
 
before Fidel Castro 
began to com-
munize it. In 
1959
 he bluntly put
 an 
end

















 became free of evil 
after the minor medes of "crime" 
were adeed to 
the major. Simply, 
Castro cleaned Cuba up. 
Cuba  has since been






people on the 
straight  and 
narrow 
when coming 




 established a 
strict penal 
code. 
In the new 
penal  code the
 death 
sentence 
may  be meted 
out  to those 
guilty  of having 
carnal relations
 












 robbery, or 
hijacking.  






single  girl under 
age  18 
Forum policy 
The intent of the Spartan Daily 
Forum
 
















































































 marries the girl. 
A $400 fine and 
nine months 
imprisonment










Possession  of any
 amount of 
marijuana  can 
bring  an eight
-year  
jail sentence,










under  Castro 
isn't  at all 
what  it once
 was. 















be that it is Cuba 
that  
has taken
 a step forward,
 and the 















"To call abortion 'murder' is to 
make a 
strong statement. To face 
myself as a 'murderess' was the 
most difficult revelation of self-
examination  in my life." So says 
Jeanine Woody, who had an abortion 
in 1972, in 
her  book "Abortion?" 
Pro -life people, anti -
abortionists, will 
continue  their fight 
simply because human life exists 
before birth. Abortion is the
 killing 
of
 unborn children. 
Pro-lifers do not 
desire to 
burden  with guilt women who have 
had abortions. However, it is time 
this tragic mass
 murder stop. 
Who is most affected by an 
abortion decision? Not the
 woman 
who 
may  have an abortion, but
 
rather  the unborn child who
 may be 
destroyed  by it. 
The real question of the abortion
 
issue is whether 
human  life exists 
before birth. If it does,
 then it is due 
the 
right ot life. 
Pro-lifers are not really con-
cerned with
 political, social, 
religious, or 
econmic arguments. 
They are concerned with a matter 
of
 
life and death. 
A 
woman has the right 
to do 
whatever  she wants 
with  her own 
body. She 
does
 not have a right to 
decide
 if her unborn child shall
 live 
or die. The child 
deserves
 the right 
to live. 
Facts on 
fetal  development 
support 
the claim that human
 life 
exists before 
birth.  Any cell of a 
woman's




 any other cell of her 




 code than any 
cell 
of the 
mother's body. This 
proves  




The unborn child's 
heart  begins 
to 
beat
 18 days after 
conception.  At 
six weeks, 
the  child's brain 
activity  
can  be recorded







out  by J.C. Willke






 unborn  
child's body 




conception.  At 
11
 to 12 weeks 
all  organ systems
 are functional.
 





At this point, still 
within  the first 
three months
 of pregnancy, the 
unborn child can 
feel
 pain! 
Unborn children move, kick, 
go 
through the motions
 of breathing, 





pregnancy sometimes cry 
and 
struggle for life. Such babies are an 
unpleasant sight for 
physicians  and 




 sink and covered with the
 
placenta until they die. 
Anti -abortionists call 
their 
campaign
 pro-life education. They 
wish to inform 
persons
 about human 
life, and its development from 
conception.
 
Some pro-abortionists claim the
 
only
 alternative to abortion is 
"unwanted" 
children.  This is not 
true. 
Adoption 
is a practical solution 
'-TELL.















which allows the child to live. The 
number of parents desiring to adopt 
children is far greater than the 
number of children available for 
adoption.
 
Birthright, and other groups, 
help provide for a pregnant woman's 
counseling, housing, medical, 
material and 
financial  needs. They 
desire to  
help women who want to 
give birth to their 
children.  
Currently, many persons are 





on the unborn child. Strangely, some 
of these persons who express con-
cern about harm to the child from 
alcohol are unconcerned about the 
child's destruction through abortion. 
Abortion is not contraception. 
Abortion is not really a political, 
religious, economic or social issue. 
Abortion





 the destruction of 
human life. It should not be 














reporting  the truth,
 and I am con-
vinced 
that










 Champ" on April
 19, 1978. 
I am the 
"opponent"  Nakasone 
"flips  while working out" in the 
photo.
 This is not true; that was 
a 
demonstration,
 not "working out," 
and you knew
 that. 
The explanation of the photo 
seems to be intended to 
amuse  your 
readers 
in order to attract their 
attention at the 
expense
 of reporting 
the 




so forgive me if you did 
not intend so, and 
forgive
 me again 
if  your definition of the 
word 
"working -out" is different from 
mine which 
does
 not include 
demonstration.) 
As a 
person who represents 
Japanese judo 
and  its philosophy I 
do not play judo at such a level as 
to 
worry about
 getting flipped, but the 
false is false. 
I do not 
need or request any 
public correction or 
apology,
 but I 
would like to 












I am an 
inmate  at the 
Folsom 
Prison.
 At the present
 time I do not 
have
 anyone to 
write to, due to 
the 






say, I am 
starved  
for contact with 
the outside world
 
and very much 
need  a Pen Pal. This
 
request may seem








 to you. 
lam interested 
in
 furthering my 
education  ( I 
have nine 
college 
credits at the 
present time), and I 
am 
interested  in writing.
 Hopefully, 
there 
may be someone with whom I 
can share these 
interests  with to 
lighten





P.O. BOX 11-50097 







 Spartan Daiiy article  
about S.U. Games Area 
Manager
 
Terry Gregory was, as usual, 
inappropriate. 
Mr. Gregory was taking action 
to offset the slow procedure 
of the 
requisition form. Since the Spartan 
Daily acknowledged 
that no 
criminal acts had been 
committed 
or even suggested, there was no 
need 
for the slanted, incoherent 
article. 
He merely
 found a solution to 
the red tape that was unorthodox but 
effective. The matter is 
between
 Mr. 
Gregory and his superiors. 
The way the Spartan Daily has 
recently been forced to 
make news 
out of insignificant events is pitiful. 
Mr. Gregory has done a damn good 
job of running the 
games area and 
the Spartan Daily's front page 
headlines are an inconvenience that 
merely takes up his and the students 
time. 
Carol Sarasohn says that the 
bowling teams success has con-
tributed to Mr. Gregory's 
headaches. I know 
he has no 
headaches
 but Ms. Carol Sarasohn is 
getting to 
be a pain in the ass. 
She should spend 
more  time 
trying to 
evaluate
 the now relatively
 
pathetic "Of Cabbages
 and Kings" 
back up 
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fixed  such 
as this 

































 no excuse for 
ignorance
 in this 
area.  
Accommodation















Interstate  Commerce 
Commission,  













Bullock claims SP 
could increase its 
patronage substantially by 
allowing bikes on trains, 












Jr. was a 








the seat and 




however,  Loera 
is now being held in Santa 
refused to do. 
Friends and colleagues 
may also act as a 
deterrent, he said. 
"The natural reaction 
in America is to laugh 
when you see 
a person 
riding in the rain," he said. 
"Too often,
 well-
intentioned people will tell 
you it's too 
dark or too cold 
to  ride. They are always 
defining limits 
for you." 
Fear of traffic was 
cited as the main 
psychological restraint to 
cycling. 
Palo Alto City Coun-






in Santa Clara County, 
said 
adequate information and 










 of raping a 
nun and a schoolteacher, 




Loera was arrested in 
December after 
police  saw 
a man break into the 
convent where the 
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people  to talk to. 
Three women attending 
SJSU  
and working as 
SCALE volunteers in 
the 
university  area board
-and -care 
homes are there







Academic Learning Experiences) a 
student service program which 
gives credit for student volunteer 
work, has 
a "Friends and Neigh-
bors"  program which deals 
specifically with board -and -care 
homes.  
"When people are rejected 
it 
really
 hurts," said SJSU psychology 
major Barbara 
Williams.  
"Everyone  has a need to be liked." 
Williams
 believes if more people 
would reach out to the board -and -




 would change. 
Having a mentally retarded son 
of her 
own, Williams said her at-
titude about board -and -care 
residents 
has  been affected. 
"I hate to 
think of them as a 
sideshow," she said. 
"Students don't 
have










 she said. 
Gail Gislason, 20, who learned 
about the SCALE program through 
one of her recreation classes, said 
Gail  Gislason 
college students are 
ignorant
 of the 
board -and -care
 residents. 
"Students  don't understand 
anything that's different from 
themselves," Gislason said. "Ac-
cording to students, if you don't look 
Solution




bicycle, speakers say 
By Susan Smith 
The bicycle is a 




according to a series of 
lectures given during 
yesterday's 
Transportation  
Day, part of "A Dozen 
Days for Earth." 
The bike 
should not be 
considered a 
toy for sunny 
weekend trips to the park, 
but rather a cure for the 
many ills of urban 
congestion, the speakers 














cycling, practices what he 
preaches.
 
For five years, the bike 
has been 
Bulloik's  primary 
means of 
transportation.  
During that period, he 
said, 
he has never
 commuted by 
car the
 eight miles he 
travels
 to work. 
''Cycling is 
the No. 2 










Bullock  presented a list 
of 
problems which he 
believes deter 
Americans  
from using the bicycle on a 
daily basis. 
"Access
 is a primary 
issue," 
he said. 
"Americans are  
so
 auto-





































































































Saturday  and 
Sunday,
 dunng 








































































cyclists must work with 
state and local 
govern-
ments to make their needs 




for cyclists will improve 
conditions for everyone as 
well," Fletcher said. 
"Every person on a bike 
takes another car off the 
road."
 
Dr. Dave Walworth, 
former president of the
 
Modern Transit Society 
said "In the eyes of Santa 
Clara County there is no 






disincentives  to 
drive," he said. "That 
is 
ludicrous. All they have to 
do is remove the in-
centives. 
"They must simply 
accommodate
 bicycles in 
the 
same way they




and hike lanes." 
like a 
normal person, you're weird." 
She said the 
residents  are in-
teresting 
but lonely people, and if 
students  would walk up 
to them and 
talk to them maybe
 attitudes would 
change. 
"Students 




 of them 




Before  starting 
her
 work at 
Manmur 
Hall,  27 S. 
11th St., 
Gislason 
said,  she wasn't 
sure of 
what
 she was gett 
no nto. 
"At first










 you and 
trust you,




























































said.  "Students 
bring the outside
 
world to the residents because
 many 









and Care Home 
on 144 
N. Fifth St., 




 before and 
said she's




from them and 
they 





know what to 
expect  from 
them at first, I 
didn't want to go 
into
 
what  to into the 
home  with a 
negative attitude." 
She feels the main 
problem  with 
student attitudes 
toward
 board -and -
care residents
 is that they're 
not 
aware of who these 
people are. 
But
 Posada is aware,
 and every 
morning 
when
 she walks into the 




 in there and 
they 
see 
me,  they have 
happy ex-
pressions 
on their faces 
and  that 
makes me feel 
good," she said. 








servation will be the focus 
of today's "A 
Dozen  Days 
for 
Earth" events held in 










 over the 
weekend until
 May 3. 
Today's 
"Wildlife  and 
Conservation Day'' 
presentations  are: 
At 9 a.m. Nick Rosa of 
the Sierra





 of the Sea" in 
the S.U. Umunhum 
Room. 





At 10 a.m, three 
films 














 a.m. The 
Santa Clara Valley Water 
Savings










Also at 10:30 a.m. Greg 
Flick,
 student author of 
a 






present  a talk in the A.S. 
Council Chambers on 
jojoba bean 
production  as 
an 
alternative  to the 
slaughter of sperm whales. 
At 11 a.m. Mary 
Pascual
 of the Youth 
Science 
Institute  will 
present a 
slide show and 
talk in the A.S. 
Council  
Chambers
 on wildlife 
rehabilitation. 




will discuss the importance 
of the two way 
bottle bill in 
California's
 future, in the 
S.U. Umunhum 
Room.  
At 1 p.m. the
 film 
"Countdown to Collision," 
dealing with solid waste 
and the Bottle Bill, 
will
 be 
shown in the S.U. 
Umunhum
 Room. 
At 2 p.m. "John Muir's 
High Sierra"which
 cap 
tures  the beauty of thc 
Sierra 
and  John Muir's 
work and makes a plea for 
conservation, will be 
shown  
in the 
A.S.  Council 
Chambers. 
At 2:30
 p.m. The 
Emmy award winning film 
"Last Day of 
the  Dolphin " 




















Room until d p.m. 
Throughout
 the day 
various 
organizations and 
agencies will hold displays 
in




a.m, an exploration of 
Hidden Villa ranch 
will  be 
conducted by two friends of 
the ranch. For more in-
formation contact
 Curtis 




following  events will 
be 
part of 
"Health  and 
Recreation  Day": 
At 11 a.m, the 
public  is 
invited
 to participate in 
a 5 
kilometer "fun run." Entry 
forms are available at the 
Environmental In 
formation Center. 
Funds collected from 
the 
run benefit the non 
profit San 









and  San 
Carlos streets
 parking lots. 
From 1:30 to 
5:30




will take place 
on campus 





taught  by 














Howard  Young, a 
dance 










 will be 
running  in the basement 




Monday is "Jobs and 
Economics Day." The 



















At 11:30 a.m. David 
Rhoads,
 an economist and 
investment 
counselor,  will 
speak

































 in the Bay 





various jobs and 
economics 
displays














washed  yea.ls ;n 
ever,' student 
and aduh
 size at the
 Gap 
And they're pnced 
to give 
you




out  your 
wallet  
Th6ct9(0. 
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by Margo L. Kearns 
When writer
-producer  Gary Allison looks at his 
movie
 
"Fraternity Row" his 
mind  snaps back over 10 years to 
when
 he was a college student 
pledging  in a fraternity. 
The scene before
 his mind's eye 
is similar to the
 
movies tale of a 
college freshman 




 but, the faces
 are different 
and the tale 
becomes the story 
of his friend. 
"It is about a friend





 sort of exorcising 
his ghost. 
"I feel I 
have  honored a 
friendship
 that meant a great
 
deal to me and 
released
 a ghost from the past. 




The movie taken from the Allison's experience is "a 
story of what friendship really is. 
"It is the story of the 
right of passage, of wanting to be 
accepted,
 of being young." 
The film is to be shown at 4 p.m. tonight at Camera 
One  theatre, 366 S. 1st St., by 
the
 SJSU fraternities and 
sororities. Admissions
 is $2. 
Allison,
 who claims not
 to be a character
 in the movie.
 
said "Fraternity
 Row" started 
out as a project 
to get a 
Ph.D
 with a 





always asking me 
if I would have 
chandged the 
script  or story if I 
had
















finished,  we 
looked
 at the 
script,
 had all the
 detaiLs. 
Someone
 said we 
should
 get a camera
 and some film 
and 
shoot the whole
 thing. So, 
we went out 
and  got some 
cameras and 
some  film and 














his  cast 
from the 
sorority  and 
fraternity 







everyone we would 
screen it for all the
 
cast," 
Allison  said. 
The 
screening

























 and got into  
a bid 






































 is also 
currently
 working
 on his 
first 
novel,  "The 






with its rules 
against
 hazing pledges 
which 
caused  the death of 
his  friend. 
"I can't frown upon any organization that asks us to 
take a closer look at each other and get to know each other 


















































some part time 
teaching  at 
SJSU. 
Butts is respected 




 who believes 
that
 the public 
education  
system 
has lost sight of its 
primary 
goal
 of training 

































































'Great honor for 
SJSU' 
Butts is currently in his 
second
 year as a part-time
 
faculty  member. 
Since joining the SJSU 
staff Butts has completed 
the last 
of "maybe a dozen 
books" on the 
history  and 






Education in the United 
States 
from Revolution to 
Reform" is on 





 of his 
books 





to return to the 























 student in 
public  administration
 
has been selected 
as one of 250 
presidential  
management interns out
 of more than 
1,000 nominees 
from
 across the 
United  
States. 
Another graduate student in public 
administration, Tob D. Seven,  was 
selected as an alternate. 
Established in August




available to public management 
graduate degree 
holders  250 two-year 
internships each year in 
a variety of 
middle -management positions 
throughout  
the federal government. 
Each intern is initially 
appointed
 at 
the grade 9 level of 
the General Schedule of 
the U.S. Civil Service 
Commission  which 
now pays $15,070 a year. 
Each
 intern is 
eligible for a promotion 
during
 the two 
year internship. 
"It's a 
great honor for 
SJSU,"  
Political Science Professor 
John Ballard 
said, " SJSU, percentage wise, did 
very
 
well considering the 
competition." 
The internship program is a recruiting 
process
 by the federal government for 













































Ballard,  SJSU was en-
titled to five students nominated 
by the 










 be a graduate











during the current 
academic  year. 
Rhoden was 
notified  on March 13 that 
she had 





















 are screened by regional 
panels set up by the 
Civil Service Corn -
mission and must undergo a group 
in-
terview as 
well  as an individual interview. 
There were approximately 250 people 
at the group interview on Frbruary 17, 
Rhoden said. They were separated into 
groups ranging from six to eight persons. 
Three questions were asked
 concerning 
public management by a panel of between 
two and four
 persons. 
Interns  are assigned to staff units in 
administrative and managerial services 
and to positions in operating programs and 
agency field installations.
 They will work 
in such areas as program planning and 
evaluation, policy analysis, 
financial 
management,
 labor relations, personnel 
management and program 
analysis.
 
Rhoden does not know where she will 
be working but positions are 
available  in 
Washington, D.C. and in regional and field 
offices of the federal government
 and 
agencies throughout the country. 
"I would like to be 
involved  in com-
munity development," Rhoden said. "I am 
socially oriented and enjoy working with 




other  choices are 
working
 in the 
Department of 
Health,
 Education and 
Welfare or in labor
 relations. 
At the completion of the 
internship, 
individuals will be eligible for a permanent 
position as a civil servant 
without further 
competition if their performance has been 
satisfactory. 
Currently working for the Research 
and Development Office 
of the city of San 
Jose, Rhoden would love to have a career 











THIS  AD 













Butts  said. 
"Their 

























Butts  said. 
According 
to Butts the 







































interest  is 
declining. 
"It makes for a vicious
 
cycle, for 
almost  a decade 
we have 
had an increase 
in 
alienation 
and  a general 









 is not 
going to get better 
unless  





said,  is not in 















































Starting  Sun. 
House
 of Christina 
A tc 
uch  of the Bizarre a 






















































the scream of 
shells 




 are being recorded 
for a 
planned






Ben  Burtt, who is in 
charge of sound 
effects, 
said the film probably will 
contain "more land battles 
than space." 
"We
 need to have 
recordings
 of the ex-






special achievement Oscar 





 said the new film is 
scheduled  for 
release
 








time of the 
debut of an ' 
SJSU  faculty string quartet 
this Sunday 
at 5:50 p.m. 
The quartet will actually 
debut at 3:15 
p.m. in the 
SJSU 
Music  Building 
















































































rhe  Mind 














































































tomorrow  at 
Bud Winter
 Field. 

















him  for 


























the  world 

















 of 26 
feet 5 
and  was 
rated 












































































































































well  today, 
but  we are 






 expect to 
win the 














 to get up 
for, but
 they are really
 
tough," 
Krikorian  said. 
"They 










 he said. 
The Spartans










 the need 



















games  to 
the Colts. 
Batten took 
















was  ahead 
4-3
 in the 









"Batten  wasn't playing 
up 
to
 his full potential," 
Krikorian said. 
After  losing 
his
 first set 
6-0, 







Mulhern  was 
ahead  in the 
third 
set,
 6-5, when 
mistakes  cost 
him  the final 
two 
games,
 and the set,
 7-6. 
The key 









 was the 
fifth 
victory of the 
day against 
the Colts, 
clinching  the 
victory 
for  the Spartans. 
Batten







key  match 
was 
Nial  Brash's 
singles  
victory over 
Dick  Metz, 6-3, 
6-2.
 It was Brash's 
first win 
after 
his week's layoff be-
cause of an 
inflamed ten-
don
 in his foot. 
Tuesday's  
match with 
Stanford  was 
Brash's
 first appearance 
on the courts after
 his rest, 
but his foot was only about 












guy he was 
"I spread myself 
too thin by throwing both the shot 
and the discus last year," Wilkins said. 
"I'm not throwing 
the shot at all 
now  and I'm concentrating more on the 
disc." 
"With the great winds at Bud Winter field which 
peak
 
around the time we 





vaulting  competition has three 
18
-footers 
entered. Former world record holder
 Kjell Isaksson leads 
the vaulters with a best of 
18 feet 4. Close behind Isak.sson 
is
 Larry Jesse from the Hurricane Track Club 
with a 
vaulting best of 18 feet 4. Spartans 
Greg
 Woepse and Doug 
Bockmiller will 
try their hands at the competition 
boasting bests of 17 feet 6 and 16 feet 9. 
Tobias Striders'
 Milan Tiff and James Butts, jumping 
unattached, will go head to 
head in the triple jump 
competition. 
Tiff is currently
 ranked third in the country
 while 
Butts is ranked fourth. 
However,  Butts has a lifetime best 
jump of 56 feet 4 which is better 
than Tiff's 55 feet 8. 
A field of eight 7 -footers have 
assembled  for the high 
jump
 competition. Pacific Coast Club 
member Tom 
Woods
 (7-5t) will lead the competition. Dave Haber of 
CSU-Hayward with the best of 7 




 and Keith Nelson also members 
of the 7 foot club will 







 against (Metz I 
has  
beaten most all of the 
four-
year school players that he 
has faced, so it looks like he 
( Brash) is 
back on the 
stick," Krikorian said. 
The Spartans  only 
doubles defeat came when 
Metz and Herman Bauer 
combined
 to beat Brash 
and Mulhern,  6-4, 
41,7-5.
 




than they have 
been playing. They had 
opportunities  to win it in 
the third set, but a mistake 
here and a mistake there 
lost it for them," Krikorian 
said. 




SJSU) def. Dick 
Metz, 6-3, 6-2; Don Paulsen
 I SJSU 
def. John Huebner, 6-4, 6-2; Jun 
Heater IC) def. Paul Batten, 6-7, 6-4, 
6-4; Matt lwerson ISJSU ) def. Hans 
Ritschard, 6-3, 4-6, 6-4; Dave Couch 
ISJSU  ) def. Graeme Robertson, 6-7. 







Metz -Herman Bauer ICI def. 
Brash-Mulhern, 4-6, 
6-4, 7-5; 

























 in yesterday's 






match  against Hans
 Ritschard, 6-3, 









will scrimmage tonight at 
7:30 and 





have been working out for 
several weeks, are 
winding 





.scrimmage  is the last one 
of the 
spring.  
Although the Spartans 
will work 
out next week 
their spring 
game
 is May 6, 





One position worth 
watching might be the 
quaterback
 spot. Both Ed 
Luther and Paul
 Catanese 
are having excellent 




 Stiles. Luther 
has 
the edge in 
passing  
while Catanese
 is running 
better, he added. 
The 
Spartans,  4-7 last 
MIDNITE  
SHOWS 











































year, are hoping to regain 
the form they had in the 
1975 and 1976 seasons. 
They won








tough non-league games 







formances early may be 
a 
key to 




























GO TO UNIVERSAL LIFE 
CHURCH
 
222 N. 5th S. J. 
In
 the shot put circles, an 
interesting
 match up will be 
taking place. The 
Feuerbach  brothers will be competing 
against
 each other. Al is the former world record
 holder 
with a best of 71 feet 7 
while his younger brother, Bob, is 
just coming into his own as an SJSU shot putter with a best 
of 61 feet 8. 
Souvenir T
-Shirts  are being sold today in the men's 
and women's rooms on campus for $3.50. 
The shirts show the 
classic
 discus thrower in Spartan 
colors. A list of all the world records set
 in previous- In-
vitationals is also
 printed on the shirts. 
Tickets are being sold for 83.50 ( general admission ) 
and $2 (children and card-carrying
 students) at the SJSU 
athletic ticket office today. 
Tickets







am. -two mile walk 
noon --10,000 meter 
run  
12:40 p.m. --3,000 
meter  steeplechase 




--1,500  meter run 
1:10 p.m. -110
 meter high hurdles 
1: 20 
p.m. --400 meter dash
 
1:25 p.m. -100
 meter dash 









2: 10 p.m. --5,000 
meter  run 
2:30 










high  jump 
1:30 p.m.tnple jump 
2:30 p.m.discus 
Faust cut, 













UC-Berkeley  and Stanford
 
of the Pac-8 
and NCAA 
Division 





Division II UC-Davis. 
The 
Spartans, not 
wanting to fall 
victim to 
this trend,
 will send Randy 




 against the 




at 7:30 p.m. The 
Spartants 
travel
 to Davis 









face Steve Brown (9-4) the 
Aggies' best. 
The Saprtans do not 
have the best record 
against 




Hayward, both Division II 
teams, beat SJSU, 
Stanislaus, 5-9 and 
Hayward, 4-2. 
"The players know 
Davis can be tough," said 
SJSU 
assistant
 coach Sam 
Piraro. 
1 
A win would keep the 
momentum of a four -game 
winning streak going. The 
Spartan will need 
momentum according to 
Piraro, going 
into a tough 
three -game league series 
against second place 
University
 of Nevada at 
Reno, 9-3. 
The 
Spartans  are 
ahead of Nevada- Reno by 
.050 percentage
 points. 
Pitching for SJSU 
Saturday will be Russ 
Hayslip




"If we are controlling 
the game," Piraro said. 
"We can give some other 
guys work." 
Filling in for the first 
baseman 
Steve  Picone 
once again will be Al Sever. 
Picone sprained his right 
ankle in a 
game against St. 
Mary's College Saturday. 
According to Picone 
his ankle is healing fast but 
he is having trouble 
moving laterally. 
Utility man Cary 
Riberdy bruised his left 
hand in warm-ups last 
weekend and will not see 
action this weekend. 
but leaves mark 
By Joe 
Dearborn  




Faust, a 6-foot -3, 230-pound offensive guard for the 
Spartans is in his junior year at SJSU. Born and raised in 
Palos Verdes, the articulate Faust described
 his first 
experience with football. 
"In 
seventh grade, I 
tried out for the local Pop 
Warner football team, but I 
was cut from the squad." 
This incident, which 
might have discouraged 
others, 
made  Faust even 
more 
determined  to be a 
successful football player. 
Encouraged by Joe 
Kelley, head freshman 
football coach at Pals 
Verdes High School, Faust 









Kelley was a major influence on Faust. 
"Joe Kelley
 really got me involved in football 
and
 
taught me some very basic things about the game. He was 
always there, always pushing 
me,  always helping me out 
giving me a good word," Faust recalled. 
As Faust progressed through high school,
 he became 
one of the top linemen in the league. He earned all -league 




After his senior year, Faust was recruited by 




 Beach, CSU-Fresno and SJSU. 
Instead of going directly 
from
 high school into major 
college football, Faust opted to play football at El Camino 
College in Torrance. At El Camino, he 
developed  into an 
outstanding  offensive guard and earned et -league 
and  
Junior College All -America honors. 
After completing 
a successful junior college career. 
Faust accepted a football 
scholarship  from San Jose Sta te  
University. 
The move to  major 
college
 football was a big step. 
according to Faust. "The college game is more 
precise. 
and complicated.
 The terminology and plays are much 
more involved than
 in high school," noted Faust. 
Faust summed it up when he 
said, "The game grows 
up, and only those players who grow with it 
can make it it, 
college ball." 
After
 alternating playing time in the beginning of last 
season, Faust earned a starting 
position  at right offensive 
guard. Faust's effectiveness as 
a pulling guard on runninv 
plays  enabled Spartan running backs to gain big 
yardage  
Although the 21 -year -old Faust is 
enjoying
 a suc-
cessful career in 
college  football, he does not expect ti 
continue playing professionally. 










 to the college player. Unless 









































 Ca.  
top athlete, you can't make
 it in the pros," Faust said. 
A 
history
 major with a minor in 
business,
 Faust en-
joys many hobbies in his leisure time. 
A skiing enthusiast, Faust claimed, "I'd just as soon 
ski as play football. 
Skiing is so exhilarating, and the 
friendly atmosphere surrounding it 
is
 a nice change from 
football."
 
Also an avid backpacker,
 Faust often backpacks far 
into
 the Sierra Mountains.
 "The mountains are 
so 
awesome,
 so powerful and when 
you're
 there, you're just 
such a 
small,
 little part of it. I love to go to 
the  mountains. 
be by myself and forget about
 the grind of football." 
commented 
Faust. 
After graduation Faust has
 no set career plans. He 
would like to work for the U.S. Trail Service, a 
depart-
ment of the U.S. Forest 
Service
 which provides guides for 
the beginning 
backpacker, but would 
eventually  like to 
attend graduate 
school  and earn a 




































4th  & 
Williams  
Great rabbit movies you have known and loved: 
AND NOW!
 
The story of the world's 
first pregnant




Produced by EDGAR ROSENBERG
 
'Mitten by JOAN 
RIVERS 
and JAY REDACK 
 Directed










SAY AREA THEATRES 








Albany  Albany 
Theatre  
San Francisco . New Mission 
Alameda - Showcase Cinema 





Jose  - 
Saratoga 6 Cinema 
San Francisco -  Empire Cinema San AM  Century Almaden 






San Jose Capitol Drive
-In 










Festival Cinema Campbell - Plaza Theatre
 
Dublin 









Bruno Tanforan Park 
Richmond-
 Hilltop mall 










Concord - Fox Theatre 
Concord 
























knows  for 
sure. . . 
Jerry Lynk, drama major, 
grows old 
with ease as he applies 
makeup with technical prowess. 
lynk's proficiency comes from 
his makeup class where instructor 
Cara Rowe teaches how facial 
features relate to character por-
trayal by 
application  of various 
kinds of theatrical makeup. 
Students
 first choose pictures of 
characters they could
 look like. 
They then decide the colors needed 
by looking at 
the shadows and 
highlights  of their subject. 
Dabbing
 on the basic face 
makeup is the 
beginning  of a 
character. The 
students draw color 
pencil lines on their faces, then 
blend them with fingers and brushes 
to create the desired image. 
The class members critique one 




 isn't as important 
as concepts and confidence," Rowe 
said. 
She  said she wants her students 
to learn the basic concepts of 
makeup and then design for their 
own 
faces.  
The class is based on lecture 
demonstration and laboratory 



















 eat, drink and
 be merry at the
 San Pedro 
me 
Festival  to be 
held  from noon 









 and the City 
of
 San Jose. 
"It is a real
 milestone because
 students, the 
city  and 
he
 merchants never
 got together 
before,"  said Bruce
 
.abadie, 
who  is in charge 
of




city  of San 
Jose
 donated 




 off part 
of
 San Pedro 
Street for 



















 are trying 
to build it up.
 
"It  the 
festival)
 is 

















































































































































 cheese and 
other  foods 
will be offered. 
The Greek system
 has engaged two 
bands for en-
tertainment.
 The country 




 rock group Friends,
 along with the Synapse
 
Theatre,  which 





art students will 
try to construct the
 world's 
largest
 mobile for the event. 





















 excellence at 
the 15th annual
 "Honors 
Convocation,"  beginning 
today at 









qualified  as 
"President's 










units  or more. 
About 950 
"Dean's 
Scholars" will also be 
honored. They 
had GPAs of 
3.65 for one of the 
two  
previous  semesters with 
a 
minimum
 load of 14 units. 
Dr. O.C. 
Williams, 
professor emeritus of 
English and humanities, 
will speak on "The Im-
portance of Excellence." 
Williams was one of 
the  
founders  of the SJSU 
Humanities Program and 
served as coordinator until 
the 
program became a 
department
 in 1974. 




 University Honors 
Committee




 this time he was 
involved 
with the Honors 
Convocation.
 
Since his retirement, 
Williams has had 
two  
volumes of verse 
published: "This Little 
Room and Other Rooms, 




Entertainment at the 
ceremony will be provided 







President John Bunzel will 
host a reception in the 
S.U.  
I ,oma Prieta Room. 












brand new print 
with 
added scenes 
/ 00 9-00 
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Alt  Nei 
artist)",  
2. PIONEER 
RADIO  ASTRONOMER 
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men and women GSU 
provides a place to 
come out to a 
supportive
 atmosphere, and 
r lend!, people C 





you ran be 









4/6  disco 
dance,
 



























currently  being 
accepted for our 
Ph
 .D. program 
























 Avenue, Palo 
Alto,  CA 
94306,
 
PAST LIFE REGRESSIONS 
A guide
 meditative process 
which allows
 you to experience
 
your own
 past  lives You 
become
 





 current life ex 
pression  and 
yOu  obtain a 
cl   
understanding of the 
continuity 
of 








































 your colors. 
i give you a 
palette  of about 70 
colors out of a 
set of SOO possible 
Fabric,  
makeup,






Inquire, 347 3504 wknds 
,and 5.7 
eves You'll never
 have to make 
a c 
lathes mistake again 
OFFICES, 
Confer.  rm. nr. SJSU. 















 Summer programs 
starting 
immediately.  732-39611. 
Vote For A 
Change
 
Vote For A Party 
Whose  , 
Primary
 Commitment Is You 









We seek to 
represent
 your in-





Part./  10 
appeal to you specifically or to 
make a commitment to your 
concerns.
 
FEEL like you're stagnating?
 Come 
spot  those 
ruts!  
Participate
 in a 
growth oriented discussion 
group
 
starting  Wed. April
 19th, 
2:30 500 Costenoan Room S.U. 
Sonsored  by the 
Peer  Drop- in 
Center.  For more info 
call  Zoni 
2799997.  
STRETCH your wings! 
Flight  school 
and rentals Many SJSU 
members. ALL wet tech 
times. 
Seven
 branFhes C 150 
$13.00/hr.
 
Entry  fee S15.00. 
Gottschalk
 








meeting.  Thurs.. 




CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY or 




















nights, located at 
Campus Christian Center.
 10th 




the American River. The SKI 
CLUB is going on  whitewater 
raft trip on April 29 30. The price 
is $16 tor SKI CLUB members. It 
includes  campsite Sat 
morning,  




 que lunch 
afterward. Signups and details 
at
 the SKI CLUB table in frontof 
the Student Union And 00111 
forget the SKI CLUB's Hawaii 
trip this summer.
 May m June 
0269 for air flight round trip 
and 0 days 









 Slgnups taken now until 
May 11 For more info call Joe at 
268 2529. GO FOR 
IT! 
JOHN F. KENNEDY University
 
offers M.A. degrees in Trn 







accredited. Contact: loath;, 
Surrenda. P11.0 , John
 
I 
Kennedy Univesity, 11 Altaridna
 













TERM PAPER BLUES? 
The Writing Lab can help you 
Come to ED 




all  your materia 
as early as you 
can before your 
paper
 is due We won't put Idee, 
in 
your  head or Wards in your 
mouth, but we will help 
you 
organize your ideas in 
your 
own  
words Best of all
 Its
 free 

























7960,  alter Spm 
VOLVO '49 P18005
 sportscar Eve, 
cond. New paint and uphols 





























$600/best offer 251 2506. 
_ 
Dodge '65 
window  van camper'
 
bed, 




TOYOTA.  In Running 
Condition.  
Best for parts. New battery. 
tires 
and radio. Only 0120. 29$.  
5831 
'65 
ME RC. Comet 89 VI, New paint, 
new radials, new clutch. New 1 
sod linkages, new carburetor. 
Air conditioning. 
Body in end 




Honda CB 503. Good 
dependable  




DEAR STUDENTS, FACULTY 
AND STAFF: Your insurance 
man on the campus can take 
care of all your insurance 
needs: AUTO. 
HOME,' n i4E, 
HEALTH.
 If you are not 
already
 
with State Farm, call for 
an 
appointment at my off ice or 
home and we'll set up a time 
convenient for you on campus, 







 for less money. CALL: 
MORT STAR, 253 3277 or  446-
3649. 
'70 HONDA 175. CB 175, exc. cond., 
2/helmet.$3.93.  Russ, 
2944491.  
KODAK FILM, paper, chemicals, 
projectors and 
equipment. All 
COST plus 10 
percent!!  Sample 
prices.  PROCESSING: 
Kodachrome
 and Ectachrome, 
13536, 13.40. 135 10, 02.08, UPS,  
K 11/400 w/slides 
and  
replacement 
roll,S7,  K25 and 64, 
135 
36
 film, $2.96, VPS 135-36, 
81.53, 133 20, SIP, 100
 53., $9.57. 
PAPER 
Polycontrast  SW, 100 
1100's $14 95, RC 10138x10, 
$19.211 Ecktacolor 74 RC 100-
8x10, 826.96. These are but a few 
Of the many 
items  we carry. Call 
us 




Santa Clara. CA 95050. We also 
do weddings and portraits
 at 
reasonable rates. Call NOW! 
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN own! 
Plush 2 bdrm.. 1 be. condo 











Sale:  Sound Design Stereo 
refer. 
W/$  krk 
player, 2 spkrs 
and trntble. Perfect for dorms, 
exec cond. $175 Call Cheryl 794-
3135 
16' HANG GLIDER.
 Blue and 
yellow. Sail, kite bag, swing 
seat. mint 
condition!  1350. Call 
Kurt M5705185. 
'71 
HONDA  600 %LOCO 794 7851 
help wanted 
ATIN 0.7.,
 Psych., Rec. Therapy, 
Social Welfare and Counseling
 
majors.  
Friends  and NeighbOrS 





 on campus. 
Participating in the Friends and 
Neighbors progm 
involves 
working with residents 
of the 
board and care homes
 located 
near the SJSU campus. 
This is a 
great
 
opportunity  for a 
rewarding 
work experience. 
Three  units of credit are 
available. 
Call Julie. 2774187. 








1942.  II 
wks 
Plus 
rm /DO All specialists 20 
yrs  or 
Older
 
Nan  smokers Engl 
or 
west 





Life>,  water skiing 
news, kitchen,
 and housework, 





SALES OPPORTUNITY Couple 
wanted for 






































can stay a 
minimum
 of 2  















































































Ave.  S.C. C. 
217.1749.  




















AMUSEMENT  PARK 
FUN! 
Ride Operators.









 Apply in Person. 
FRON 
TIER 












Opportunity  to 
break into 









positIonn  offered 
and/or special 
product sales. 















Part-time. OK if 
already  
employed. 
DMA,  371-5005 
HELP WANTED.
 No experience 
necessary.  All 
than
 needed is 
the desire
 to make extra 
money.
 
Working  hours: Sat. 
104, Sun 
104 Apply in pterson







Bookkeeping. Will train, part 
time avg. 20 
hrs.  wk Apply 
at 
Parnelli  Jones Wholesale 
Division, 
1133 Old Barshore 
Hiway. SJ, 295-3345. 
BOOST  YOUR CAREER 
WITH A 
JOB IN YOUR FIELD.
 Apply 
now to work next school year
 







like  to work wry a 
variety
 of people and are 
responsible.  Positions are
 
Often 











Chicano  Pride. 
and Asst. Director
 for the entire 
SCALE Program,  COME 
BY 
THE SCALE OFFICE
 in the 






or call 277 2189. 
GIRLS WANTED,
 THE 
BARRICADE,  1125 Story Rd. 
Need dancer and bartender. No 
experience needed. Start 
13.00/hr
 plus tips. Call 279 91181 
for 
Tyrone or Bob. 
VOLUNTEERS, over 21 years old 
needed for the 
Suicide and Crisis 
Service. 
a 24 hr telephone 
hotline. Training 
provided  All 
majors. One year commitment
 
at 4 hours per week. Business 
number.
 2794250. 
LIVE IN part time 
babysitterthelper.
 abOve S.J. 
Country Club in etichanoe for 
room w/private bath and ent. 
Quiet area. Baby 4 mos. old. 926. 
3995 
ST UDE NT S wanted to 
register  West 
San Jose, Campbell and Los 
Gatos voters Fifty
 cents for 
each new voter Flexible work 
hours on weekends of 
April  32 












for Students who 
qualify for work Study. Masts. 
available for weekend hours. 







INDUSTRIAL Arts -Graphic Design 
students to make 5 proto type 
units 
of
 a math teaching aid 
from plans and specifications 
Immediately available. Call 377 
1678 after 
4:000pm.  
SUMMER POSITIONS: Montecito 
Sequoia Camp for Girls in High 
Sierra needs live in counselors 






Crafts, Eng West Riding, 
















 line odd 


























One  Doy 
Serni,er rate loll 
































 or full season 
14151  907.1612. 
Help 
Wanted female, 






















streets 279 101. 
Mature student to assist
 in teaching 
remedial
 reading approx. 15-20 
hrs. per week. Must be 
available  








Must be excellent 
reader
 Will train. $2.65/hr, Call
 
Mrs
 Spencer 257 1409. Summer 
hours 012.1
 4. Mon. Thurs. 
SOLAR 
manufacturer  seeks 
students
 who enjoys the 
challenge of a new frontier. 
SOLAR ENERGY Summer 







 321 3650. 
 
houebig 
HOUSE/DUPLEX WANTED. 2 
bdrm., up to 11240/mo.. 
by
 May 
3159 Call 2929476, or 
277-3171.
 
Alik for J. Larkin, 
SJSU 1 bdrm 11/2
 bath apt. 
Nice.  No 
pets, $190 mo. and 1150 deposit. 
439 So. 4th St,  Call 2915070 
FULL SECURITY BUILDING 












 paid. Chuck 990-4149 
leave messagc.Now and sum 
mer. 
SAN 
JOSE Residence Club -Coed for 
serious students. 
Linen and 
maid service. kitchen facilities 
Courtyard with waterfall, grand 
piano, frplc., ping pong 
table, 
pool table, lots 
of
 brick and 
glass. Everything furn. $27/wk. 
202 5. 
11th  St. Call 












PRIVATE RM., one 
half block to 
SJSU, near 
Lucky's;  bus: K.P., 
resp
 male student Sam9pm. 
297 7679. 
BEAUTIFUL one family house
 for 
rent near SJSU. Ideal 
for 
family. 
$540 per mcnth. Call 297 
7197,11 noanswer
 call: 2860997. 
Room and board
 $115/mo. Great 
food. off street parking, 
quiet 











Sauna, Jacuzzi, Tennis. Air 
Cond. Mt. View. $300/month  less 
than rent.
 415/948 0951 after 
RESPONSIBLE  person
 needed ks 





 ask for 
Hilary.
 
5127.50 mo. Nice 2 Ildrm,  apt,  to 
share








student only Call Sofia 
evenings 
and weekends 241 7379 
2 BDRM. 




POS. 1011., 5130. 
2259367. 
personals  
UNWANTED  HAIR removed 
Permanently.
 235 E. Santa Clara
 





 FOR MARRIAGE with 
female, age is no problem. I 















travel  Summer job
 
or career 
send  $3.03 for in 
formation. SEAFAX,








Rent  cabin at TAHOE. 2 
bdrms.  at 
R. 0 Heavenly, near clubs. MN 
wk, 150 
Pup.




-Student  Union is an 
alternative 
social  group open to 
all gay men
 and women GSU 
provides a place to 










yourself  be all you can be 





 in the Almaden
































problems  are 
over





for rent after 
March  1st 
Call
 Pat at Homes
 And Things 
One more thing, 








Speed  Graphic lens 
Good light




 IS what you
 need! New 
dating  
syst.
 Free info. Write DAWN. 
P.O. Box 
6521,  5,3 CA 95150 
CHRISTIAN  FELLOWSHIP- San 
Jose First 
Church




 of single 
young
 
adults Sunday 9:45 
Class/11am  and 6pM 
Worship.  















Saturday. Visit our 
unique  
resale shop, ANGIE'S
 ATTIC at 




Call  for readings in 
Me area 











Erdman,  editor. So this and Co 
Publishing. Box Sal, Oregon 




LOVES YE DEBE? 
Hang in 
there,




 better. A 
Friend  








Yours,  Babe 
Thanks for a 
3 
months.  I 
YOU! 
F   




the right Lois Lane  
Perhaps F.T. Is a 
Terry 0. 
ARTFUL DODGER
  Is it true what 
Mark Twain 
said first God 
made nerds That was for 
practice then
 he made ad 




 feathers are 
beginning  to 
show.. Us. 







mination, and general 
gynecological 
care
 if you need 
help or want more 
Information  





and  DRY CLEANING 
10 









W8Shing/1/01 dry, hang and/or 
folded 10 lb Pillows, Blankets,
 
Rugs, Sleeping Bags,  Leathers,  
Suedes, Nes One day 
service 











 293 7220 
Brandon Secretarial Service 




reasonable too. Try me I'm in 





 form: tapes 
resumes 9am to Rpm Margie 
Reeves
 996 1265. 
UNWANTED HAIR removed 
forever.
 335 S. Baywood Ave 
24/746  
LOOKING













































 IBM Sethcfric. 
Fast  end 







































 a good 
student  with  
good
 
driving record,  you 
may  
qualify for









rates  for 
homeowners, 
















 papers 75 cents a 







 work guaranteed 
Please call
 after 4 pm KITTY 
CARTER 
NORTH  VALLEY 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 163 
025. 
TUTORING: ACCIg , Basic or 






1 TYPE term papers, theses. 
reports, man,,  scripts, resumes 
IBM Selec tic 
Joye






 and soft 






Supplies,  Box 7453, 
Phoenix, Arizona EMI 1 
CAROLYN'S
 TYPING SERVICE 






TYPING FAST and RELIABLE Let 
me make your 
deadlines! 
Professional
 typist. Much ex 
perience with term papers. 
Theses,







drafts  can be 
revised quickly and cheaply.
 
Spelling the pram malice





 THESIS TYPIST 






 Ave , Los 
Gatos. 95030 
4P   
stereo  
AUDIO 
ENTERPRISES HAS IT1 10 
10 20 percent DISCOUNT on the 
Biggest
 
selection  in the satire 
Bay Areal Over 
225 Top brands 
Of Stens°. 













Calculators.  too! 
Factory 
sealed  
w/lull warranty Free stylus 





prices  quoted 
are 




 else, give us a call 
255 5550 
M F. 4 10, 
anytime  
weekends Ask for 
KEN  The 
LOWeS1
 prices on the Widest 





credible MPM Custom 
Speakers AUDIO EN 
TERPRISES HAS IT! 
Pioneer SX 
1000, 150 watts. receiver 
New,





 31 speakers 
new price 1320. asking $250 
Pioneer SE 50 13 cone) head 




reel reel, new 
1475.  asking $220. 
GE 12" TV and redwood media 
cabinet also Gerrard 
42M  turn 
table shore
 cartridge, free with 
total purchase. Call Paul 
Ficarra
 292 4327. 
PIONEER 
P11120
 turntable. Brand 
new,  exc. cond. Audio
 Tech. 
cleaning stylus too! 
$40. Jim. 





SPECIAL 52 off w/ad for 2 

































Zurich, Milan, Hong Kong. 
Philippines, 
Haweii  and New 
York Other 
services.  Dural!, 
Britrail, Car Rentals. Books and 
Maps, 








Student  Travel Table 
locate] on the 
main






Wed  Thurs or 
visit
 our 
office. Trip and Travel 
Planning  
Co 





 CA 95112 14011 792 
1613 Hours Man 
95
 Pm. Toes 




THE ARTS OF 
EUROPE  THIS 
SUMMER 
Earn
 SJSU credit as 
you
 
visit  Italy. 
Greece.
 Gee 
many,  France. 
England  June 
25 July 24 


















 STATE UNIVERSITY 















































































































































































































































professional artist for 29 years, 
came 
to SJSU in 1950. He said he was 
very 
surprised  when he learned in 
January he had received the 
award  - 
- even 
though  he knew he had been 
nominated  because 
all  nominees 
undergo 
an
 extensive review, 
and 
"the country doesn't 
just  dole out the 
awards
 all over the place." 
Two other 
persons in Santa 
Clara












 somebody pats 
you on the back. 
"It's not 
anything  that you 
dwell 
on extensively,
 but it's nice
 to have. 
Life goes on." 
The 
award  to 
DeVincenzi  is 
based









who is a 






widely and has 
competed at the 
local, 
statewide, 





DeVincenzi  has 
spent
 two years in Italy
 from 1964 to 
1965 and 1972 
to





 his works. 
During the
 second visit, 
DeVincenzi  helped 
popularize  and 
promote a type 




or "art of 
the people."
 




 people which is 
crafted out 
of ordinary
 things  he mentioned
 
sculptures he had seen
 made out of 
haystacks  found in the surroun-
ding environment. 
This type of art often includes 
paintings and 
sculptures  done as 
part  of the many local festivals held 
throughout Italy, he 
said.  
The award is also partly based 
on community involvement, and in 
Santa Clara
 County, DeVincenzi's 
involvement has been extensive. 
In addition
 to serving on various 
election and cultural committees in 
San Jose, in 1965 DeVincenzi was 
Goodall









puzzling,  because 
adolescent 
females
 are able to 
travel freely 















south  of the 


















patterns.  What 
happened
 two 
years  later 
came as a 
shock. 
"In 1974 we 










 northern group 
began  to kill 
off the 
individuals  of the 
smaller 
group that moved to 
the  south," she 
said. 
By 1977 the 
savage
 gang attacks 
from the 
northern  group 
had wiped 
out all the
 members of 
the southern 
group. 






community  to 
the 
north  has been 
able  to reclaim 
the 
land which they
 lost as  a result of the 
community's division." 
Goodall said attacks within 
chimpanzee society last over a 
minute or ended 
in wounds. 
Within the 
group, she added, 
threats
 were more common
 than 
fights. 
She cited similarities 
of the 




manipulatory hands, nonverbal 
communication
 ( including sign 
language ), lasting family bonds, 
susceptibility to human diseases and 
ability to learn through observation, 
the 
chimpanzee is truly man's 
closest relative. 





 she said. "So much 
depends on individuality." 
All the chimpanzees in the 
slides 
and film were 













 University of 
California 
at Santa Cruz 
philosophy 







Revolution"  at 3 
p.m.  today 
in the S.U.
 Pacifica Room. 












 540 S. 
Eighth
 St. 

































































will  be 
featured





























































   
The Home Economics
 
Department is holding an 
International Potluck 




tending should bring an 
international food I ser-
vings for six to eight),
 plus 
plates and eating utensils. 
The after -dinner 
program features
 a fashion 
a show 
with clothes from 
The Gap, an 
awards  and 
recognition ceremony and 
a 
tour
 of the Home 
Economics 
Building.  For 
more information call 
Helen Rice at 
733-1618. 
   
The  SJSU 
Design 
Department 
is having a 
beach barbecue
 at 11 a.m. 
tomorrow
 at Jack 
Crist's  
beach house
 I maps are 
posted in the 




 Linda Schugt at 
293-9061. 







































   
Steve 
Faustina,  &NU 
Going 
Thru


















OFF  ANY LARGE
 PIZZA 
Pitcher of Hamms $1.00 
Pitcher






interesting  case was an 












the group's female 
hierarchy, would kill and
 eat the 
infants of 










 and the 
an-
thropologist 
was  extremely 
con-
cerned 
when  "Melissa" 
gave birth 
to 
twins  last October. 
The "first known 
twins  born to 
the  great apes in the 
wild"
 appear to 
be safe from Passion.




after  having 
her own baby. Goodall 
said.  




 of human 
observers,"









 into hostility, but now 
she is accepted by the 
chimpanzees 




action  officer, 
will speak on affirmative
 
action at 




His speech is sponsored by 
MEChA. For 
more in-
formation contact games 
Delgado at 295-6092. 








 Contest will 
be 
announced
 at 7 tonight at a 
reception in BC 
004.  Bob 
Hass 
will read from his 
work and speak.




















































































been  a 10
 year. 













celebrated  the 
200th 
birthday





and  the 200th 
birthday 
of




Jose in 1977. 
He has 




 of the 





traditions  in 
San 





























 of the 
Italian  














be out of 








































clowns and lots 
of
 fun will 
all make up 





front of the Student Ac-
tivities 
Office
 on Seventh 
Street. 
The circus, to be held 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
 both 
days, is part of SHARE 
recruiting 
efforts
 to attract 
more student tutors. 
"We
 want people to 
know about 
SHARE  so that 







Jeff Butts, SJSU 




for  the circus 
Monday
 at 1:30 p.m.
 and 





 the Witch and
 Egor 
the Warlock
 will be set up 













SHARE, a non-profit 
tutoring program, gioves 




college  credit 







 as well as for
 
self-confidence,







































re starting to look at life alter 
College try our 
basic  outlook Apply 
for 




 during your 
sophomore
 
year Attend a sox week Basic Camp 








who  can 
manage
 
it are the 
people  we want to 
serve as officers in 
the active 
Army 
or Reserves Do well 
at Basic and 
you can qualify 
for the Army ROTC: 
Advanced
 Program 
in the fall 
Yr,:  

















 also rei, 




























will make your parents 
proud.
 
So they haven't 
named  a library wing 
after you There's
 another way to get the 
home  folks 
beaming. 
First, order this 
terrific Dean of Beer T-shirt. 
It'll look 
even better on you than it 
does on me. 
Well .. maybe. 
Then I. your Dean 
of Beer, will compile a list 
of those 
whose  orders I 
receive.  
So the next time you 
talk to your folks, you
 can 
rightfully begin 


















DEAN OF kiEER 
T-SHIRT 
Post Office Boo 9750. 
St. Paul,  
Minnesota  55195 
Please send 
n,-  Dean of 
Beer








54 95 for each T 
shid



















Allow 4 weeks dolmen, 










December  31 I975  
1978  Jos Schlio Brewing Co
 
Milwaukee
 Wm 
